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Not just a Holiday Story.  It’s a Tale of Two Seasons.
Driving to the luxurious Carling Resort Hotel, Julia Mariani and her daughter Sydney can 

hardly wait to immerse in the peaceful, cottage-country setting and spend 
uninterrupted time with their adoptive Carling Family. Armed with an itinerary of 

magical, time-honored traditions, they gift the staff a Christmas to remember to thank 
them for their continued love and support after suffering through a personal tragedy.

Accustomed to having the entire hotel to themselves for a few days, the concierge 
informs them that this will not be the case since they expect another guest to arrive 

later that evening. Rumored to be avoiding Christmas, Julia is disappointed to hear of 
the man's Scrooge-like attitude and believes he will ruin their holidays. But when she 
bumps into handsome professional baseball player Ty Reynolds, in the early morning 

hours, to her surprise, sparks fly.

Their heartwarming experience triggers a year of new beginnings.

SCAN



"I wish baseball player Ty 

Reynolds existed. I would 

marry him in a second.“

~ Anna.G.~

"A story that will pull at 

your heartstrings and 

ignite every emotion 

imaginable."

~ Nathalie.C.~

"A PURE love between 

two people. So lovely.“

~ Lana.P.~



_________

WHAT 
PEOPLE ARE 

SAYING?
_________

"I want to visit the 

Carling Hotel. Maybe 

something magical will 

happen for me too."

~ Melissa.J.~

"Beautiful traditions 

centered around kindness 

to others. Not enough of 

that in this world."

~ Lois.B.~



________

D E T A I L S
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E.A. STARK
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Intentionally leading a quiet life, E.A.Stark prefers to spend most of her days 

writing when she is not juggling the lives of her three older children and their 

little Italian Greyhound.  Weaving memories of years past into her stories, she 

offers readers a glimpse into a unique world of experiences.

In the past eleven years, E.A.Stark has written many stories and now finds 

herself ready to share them.  

The first book released was ESCAPING WHITSUNDAY. It is an Action / 

Adventure/ Romance filled with travel and a mix of emotions. It was published 

on December 15, 2021.  

In September 2022, her Spiritual/Supernatural/Romance - THE ORB’S GIFT 

FROM HEAVEN – was released, followed by her third book, a holiday story 

called CHRISTMAS IN CARLING. It was available worldwide on December 

17, 2022.

EA STARK @E.A.Stark @AuthorEAStark EAStark.author@gmail.com

To learn more about author E.A. Stark, please visit 
her website at www.EAStarkBooks.com. 

http://www.eastarkbooks.com/
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Not Just a Holiday Story…

Driving to the luxurious Carling Resort Hotel, Julia Mariani and her daughter Sydney can 
hardly wait to immerse in the peaceful, cottage-country setting and spend 

uninterrupted time with their adoptive Carling Family. Armed with an itinerary of 
magical, time-honored traditions, they gift the staff a Christmas to remember to thank 
them for their continued love and support after suffering through a personal tragedy.

Accustomed to having the entire hotel to themselves for a few days, the concierge 
informs them that this will not be the case since they expect another guest to arrive 

later that evening. Rumored to be avoiding Christmas, Julia is disappointed to hear of 
the man's Scrooge-like attitude and believes he will ruin their holidays. But when she 
bumps into handsome professional baseball player Ty Reynolds, in the early morning 

hours, to her surprise, sparks fly.

Their heartwarming experience triggers a year of new beginnings.
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It’s a Tale of Two Seasons
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